
Supplemental Material

Experiment 1: Face Matching with Unlimited Exposure Time

Participants.  In all experiments, participants were volunteer undergraduate students

enrolled at The University of Texas at Dallas (UTD). Students were compensated with a

research credit in one of the psychology courses they were taking at UTD. In Experiment

1, we tested a total of 22 participants (10 females and 12 males).

Stimuli.  In this experiment, 120 pairs of male faces served as stimuli, with half of the

pairs prescreened to be “easy” and half prescreened to be “difficult”, using the PCA

control algorithm described in the main text of the paper. The face pairs used in this

experiment were identical to the male pairs used in Experiments 2 and 3.

Testing Environment and Apparatus. In all experiments, participants were tested in a

quiet room with standard ambient office lighting.  The experiment was programmed

using PsyScope software [1] and was controlled by a Macintosh G5 computer with a flat

screen monitor (Apple™ 2002 Cinema, high definition, 23 inch) with 1920 x 1200 pixel

resolution and 16 bit color.

Procedure. Participants viewed the face pairs, one pair at a time, on a computer

screen with the probe images displayed on the left and the target images displayed on the

right. The participants were asked to rate the image pairs using a 1 to 5 scale, “1.) sure

they are the same; 2.) think they are the same; 3.) don’t know; 4.) think they are not the

same; and 5.) sure they are not the same.” Each face pair remained visible on the screen

until the participant responded, by pressing the appropriate key on the keyboard. When

the response was recorded, the next trial was initiated immediately. The order of the face

pairs was randomized for each participant.



Results. As noted in the main text, an inferential statistical analysis was performed on

the d’ scores for participants matching the difficult and easy face pairs. An analysis of

variance (ANOVA) was calculated using the difficulty level (difficult versus easy) as the

independent variable and d’ as the dependent variable. The effect of difficulty level was

highly significant, F(1,20)=19.78, p < .0002, indicating that participants were more

accurate at matching face pairs prescreened by the PCA to be easy than face pairs

prescreened to be difficult.  Summary d’ data with individual participant variability

appear in Table 1, with the full ROC curve displayed in Figure 1.

Experiment 1 d’average d’std. dev. d’min d’max

difficult 2.65 .65 1.33 3.62

easy 3.17 .80 1.22 4.26

Experiment 2

difficult 2.38 .43 1.33 3.53

easy 3.04 .42 1.92 3.79

Experiment 3

difficult 1.66 .47 .54 2.61

easy 1.36 .60 1.36 3.62

Table 1. Summary d’ data, including the average, standard deviation, minimum, and maximum, for the
three experiments (Exp. 1, unlimited exposure time; Exp. 2, 2s exposure time; and Exp. 3, 500ms
exposure time). Exp. 2 is described in the main text.



Experiment 1 - Unlimited Time
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Fig. 1. The ROC for human participants in Experiment 1 shows performance for the easy and difficult face
pairs and indicates that the PCA sampling procedure predicts difficulty level for humans in this
experiment.

Experiment 3: Face Matching with 500 millisecond Exposure Time

Participants.  There were 20 participants (10 females and 10 males) in this

experiment.

Stimuli. The face pairs used in this experiment were identical to the face pairs used in

Experiment 2, with an equal number of male (120) and female (120) face pairs. Half of

the pairs were prescreened to be “easy” and half were prescreened to be “difficult”.

Procedure. Participants viewed the face pairs, one pair at a time, on a computer

screen with the probe images displayed on the left and the target images displayed on the

right. The participants were asked to rate the image pairs using a 1 to 5 scale, “1.) sure

they are the same; 2.) think they are the same; 3.) don’t know; 4.) think they are not the



same; and 5.) sure they are not the same.” Each face pair remained on the screen for 500

ms. After the face pair disappeared, participants responded, by pressing the appropriate

key on the keyboard. When the response was recorded, the next trial was initiated

immediately. The order of the face pairs was randomized for each participant.

Results. An ANOVA was calculated using the difficulty level (difficult versus easy)

as the independent variable and d’ as the dependent variable. The effect of difficulty level

was highly significant, F(1,18)=62.65, p < .0001, indicating that participants were more

accurate at matching face pairs prescreened by the PCA to be easy than face pairs

prescreened to be difficult. Summary d’ data with individual participant variability appear

in Table 1, with the full ROC curve displayed in Figure 2.

Experiment 3 - Exposure Time 500ms
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Fig. 2. The ROC for human participants in Experiment 3 shows performance for the easy and difficult face
pairs and indicates that the PCA sampling procedure predicts difficulty level for humans in this
experiment.
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a.)      

b.)       

Figure. Reprinted Figure 1 from main text in color to show the quality of the stimuli presented to participants. Examples of
original color images used as stimuli in the experiment. A sample pair of face images from a “match” trial (a) and a “no
match” trial (b). Participants responded by rating the likelihood that the pictures were of the same person using a five-
point scale ranging from “1.) sure they are the same person” to “5.) sure they are not the same people.”



Fig. 3. Performance of humans and seven algorithms on the difficult face pairs (Fig. 3a) and easy face pairs (Fig. 3b) shown with ROC
curves. Three algorithms outperform humans on the difficult face pairs at most or all combinations of verification rate and false
accept rate (cf., [20] NJIT, [21] CMU for details on two of the three algorithms). Humans out-perform the other four algorithms on
the difficult face pairs. All but one algorithm performs more accurately than humans on the easy face pairs. (A color version of this
figure is provided in the Supplemental Material.)

Figure. Color version of Figure 3 in the main text. Performance of humans and seven algorithms on the difficult face pairs (top)
and easy face pairs (bottom) shown with ROC curves. Three algorithms outperform humans on the difficult face pairs at most
or all combinations of verification rate and false accept rate. All but one algorithm performs more accurately than humans on
the easy face pairs.
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Identity Matching for Easy Face Pairs
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